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Abstract
The macromolecules that encode and translate information in living
systems, DNA and RNA, exhibit distinctive structural asymmetries, in-
cluding homochirality or mirror image asymmetry and 3′-5′ directionality,
that are invariant across all life forms. The evolutionary advantages of
these broken symmetries remain unknown. Here we utilize a very simple
model of hypothetical self-replicating polymers to show that asymmetric
autocatalytic polymers are more successful in self-replication compared
to their symmetric counterparts in the Darwinian competition for space
and common substrates. This broken-symmetry property, called asym-
metric cooperativity, arises with the maximization of a replication poten-
tial, where the catalytic influence of inter-strand bonds on their left and
right neighbors is unequal. Asymmetric cooperativity also leads to ten-
tative, qualitative and simple evolution-based explanations for a number
of other properties of DNA that include four nucleotide alphabet, three
nucleotide codons, circular genomes, helicity, anti-parallel double-strand
orientation, heteromolecular base-pairing, asymmetric base compositions,
and palindromic instability, apart from the structural asymmetries men-
tioned above. Our model results and tentative explanations are consistent
with multiple lines of experimental evidence, which include evidence for
the presence of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA.
Introduction
Living systems, uniquely in nature, acquire, store and use information au-
tonomously. The molecular carriers of information, DNA and RNA, exhibit
a number of distinctive physico-chemical properties that are optimal for in-
formation storage and transfer[1]–[3]. This suggests that significant prebiotic
evolutionary optimization[4] preceded and resulted in RNA and DNA, and that
the nucleotide properties are not simply random.
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Here, we concern ourselves with hypothetical self-replicating polymers that
evolutionarily preceded DNA and RNA. Specifically, we imagine multiple species
of autocatalytic polymers, constructed out of chemically-distinct monomers,
competing for common precursors, energetic sources, catalytic surfaces and
niches. Our central premise is that the simplest of the evolutionary strate-
gies, higher rates of replication[5], determined the outcome of this evolutionary
competition. We identify some fundamental, common-sense functional require-
ments that autocatalytic polymers must satisfy in order to replicate faster than
other competing species and hence be evolutionarily successful. The goal of this
paper is to provide tentative and qualitative explanations for the structural and
functional properties of DNA a posteriori as adaptations due to the evolutionary
pressure to maximize replicational potential.
Evidently, the evolutionary search for the perfect self-replicating molecular
species in a given environment is constrained by the diversity of molecules avail-
able to be used as monomers in that environment, in the primordial oceans. But,
this constraint is intractable, in the absence of well-established knowledge of the
chemistry of primordial oceans. We circumvent this biochemical constraint by
ignoring its existence, and thus theoretically assume that evolution was allowed
to experiment with an infinite variety of molecular species in its search for the
perfectly-adapted monomer. This assumption translates into freedom for vari-
ables and parameters describing the monomers to take on any value, in our
mathematical model below. The above premise statement has its roots in the
supervenience of evolution over chemistry. Its validation stems from its ability
to tentatively explain multiple fundamental properties of DNA, as we will see
below.
The model
In our simple phenomenological model of a primordial self-replicating system
(Methods), we consider an autocatalytic polymer that is capable of replicating
without the help of enzymes. A single strand of the polymer catalyzes the
formation of another strand on top of itself, by functioning as the template.
Free-floating monomers attach to the bound monomers on the template strand
at lower temperatures, and facilitate covalent bonding between monomers[6] and
hence polymerization, leading to the formation of the replica strand. The replica
strand dissociates from the template strand at higher temperatures, creating two
single strands, as happens in Polymerase Chain Reaction.
A self-replicating molecular species must satisfy certain requirements in or-
der to be evolutionarily successful and to function as an information-carrier. In
the following, we list those physically meaningful requirements to be satisfied by
the molecular species, and in doing so, arrive at two conflicting requirements.
Breaking of a symmetry, upon maximization of replication potential, leads to
resolution of the conflict and to simultaneous satisfaction of the two require-
ments. These requirements are not new, and have been included and explored
individually in other models and systems elsewhere[6]–[9].
Self-replication involves both bond formation between free-floating monomers
and monomers on the template strand, and bond-breaking between monomers
on the two strands, requiring these inter-strand bonds to be relatively weak com-
pared to other bonds in the polymer. On the other hand, information storage
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requires stronger intra-strand bonds that withstand strong environmental vari-
ations, as pointed out by Schrödinger[10]. Hence, the self-replicating polymer
needs to be composed of two complementary components, mutable inter-strand
“hydrogen bonds” and relatively immutable intra-strand “covalent bonds”[6]–[9].
The intrinsic covalent bonding rates among free-floating monomers should be
lower than the covalent bonding rates between the monomers hydrogen-bonded
to the template strand, so that monomers become available for self-replication
and not for de novo strand formation. This requirement makes self-replication
viable and information transfer across generations possible. Evolution could
have solved this by identifying monomers whose kinetic barrier for covalent
bonding between themselves is lowered when they are attached to the template
strand[6], [7], [11]. We term this barrier reduction “covalent bond catalysis”.
If a hydrogen bond catalyzed the formation (and hence dissociation as well)
of another hydrogen bond in its neighborhood[12], the strand would be replica-
tionally more successful, since covalent bond formation requires two contiguous
monomers hydrogen-bonded to the template. Also, higher rate of monomer
attachment to the template would allow for more monomers to be drawn in
for polymerization, away from other competing processes such as dimerization
through hydrogen bonding. Thus, reduction of kinetic barrier for hydrogen bond
formation would be advantageous for the self-replicating system. The foregoing
justifies the need for “hydrogen bond cooperativity”, catalysis of hydrogen bond
formation/dissociation by their neighboring hydrogen bonds[13]–[16]. Cooper-
ativity in DNA, the increasing ease of hydrogen bonding between unbonded
monomers (zippering) when two single DNA strands are already hydrogen-
bonded at one of the ends, is a very well-established phenomenon, and has
been well-studied both experimentally and theoretically[16]. The experimen-
tal signature of cooperativity in DNA melting is the sharpness of the melting
transition, where the DNA goes from a double strand to two single strands
within a narrow range of temperature[17]. Cooperativity in DNA has also been
abundantly documented in DNA zipping and unzipping experiments[18]–[21].
Obviously, the probability for the covalent bond formation between two con-
tiguous monomers on the replica strand will increase with the lifetime of the
hydrogen bonds of the monomers with the template strand. Thus, higher the
kinetic barrier for hydrogen bond dissociation, higher the probability for the
successful formation of the covalent bond and hence the replica strand. Thus,
we notice that, while covalent bond catalysis requires higher kinetic barrier for
hydrogen bond dissociation, hydrogen bond cooperativity requires lower kinetic
barrier for hydrogen bond formation. Since self-replication requires the repli-
cating polymer to be at or near the melting point of the hydrogen bonds, the
kinetic barriers for formation and dissociation are nearly equal, and we arrive at
the competing requirement of both higher and lower kinetic barrier height, or
equivalently, to fine-tuning of the hydrogen bond lifetime. We could solve this
conundrum by introducing an environment with oscillating ambient tempera-
ture, where, the hydrogen bond lifetime is longer at lower temperatures and thus
enables covalent bond formation, whereas, higher temperatures facilitate strand
separation. Nevertheless, strands that intrinsically satisfy these two compet-
ing requirements would still be evolutionarily more successful, by being able to
colonize regions with temperature oscillations of much smaller amplitude.
The solution that simultaneously and intrinsically satisfies these two com-
peting requirements is to break the symmetry[22] of the catalytic influence of
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a hydrogen-bonded monomer-pair on its two neighboring hydrogen bonds on
either side. The hydrogen-bonded monomer-pair can reduce the kinetic barrier
for hydrogen bond formation/dissociation to its right, while increasing the bar-
rier for hydrogen bond formation/dissociation to its left, (or vice versa) which
we call “asymmetric hydrogen bond cooperativity”. This solution is similar in
spirit to Kittel’s single-ended zipper model for DNA[23]. Asymmetric coopera-
tivity has also been proposed earlier to explain other biophysical processes[24].
Such an arrangement would prolong the lifetimes of the already-formed hydro-
gen bonds to the pair’s left, and thus would increase the probability for covalent
bonding among those bonded monomers. It will also enable rapid extension
of the replica strand to the right, drawing monomers away from competing
processes, by allowing monomers to hydrogen bond with the template easily
through the reduction of the kinetic barrier. Thus, the broken symmetry of
unequal and non-reciprocal catalytic influence leads to simultaneous satisfac-
tion of the above-mentioned two competing requirements. Surprisingly, the
replicational advantage of strands with asymmetric cooperativity over symmet-
ric strands turns out to be crucial for understanding various physico-chemical
properties of the extant heteropolymer, DNA.
Our model (methods) simply translates the foregoing in mathematical lan-
guage. We imagine the construction of a replica strand of an autocatalytic
polymer on top of the template strand as a Markov Chain. A Markov chain
description of a random process involves identification of the state space, and
writing down the transition rates or probabilities between the identified states.
Given the transition rate matrix, we can calculate variables that are relevant for
our analysis, such as the average first passage time of a given state and average
residence time in a given state (methods). We measure the potential of a molec-
ular species to form a replica strand as the product of two factors: the relative
rate of monomer utilization for replica strand formation against other com-
peting processes, and the probability for covalent bond formation between any
two monomers on the replica strand. The first factor increases with reduction
in hydrogen-bonding kinetic barrier, whereas the second factor decreases with
the reduction in the barrier height. Asymmetric cooperativity simultaneously
satisfies both the requirements, as we show in the next section.
It is crucial to understand that our goal for building this model is lim-
ited to demonstrating, with minimal assumptions and in a physically transpar-
ent manner, the superiority of primordial self-replicating polymers with asym-
metric cooperativity over polymers with symmetric cooperativity in attracting
enough monomers to construct the replica strand. In particular, we do not in-
tend for this model to make quantitative predictions about the kinetics of DNA
(un)zipping or helix-coil transition, for which, highly sophisticated models al-
ready exist[25]. In keeping with this limited goal, we have included in the model
only ingredients that have a direct bearing on our goal. We exclude all other
ingredients that provide negligible or no discriminatory capability, even though
they might make the model more realistic and accurately reflective of the self-
replication process. The ingredients that we reasoned to have the same effect
on the self-replication of both symmetric and asymmetric polymers, and is thus
non-discriminatory, such as polymer bending, secondary structure formation,
multiple monomer types, inclusion of N-mers and so on were thus excluded. In
particular, we ignore the differences in the rates of unzipping, between the sym-
metric and asymmetric-cooperative versions of the double strand, during the
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high temperature phase of the temperature cycle, by assuming that the time
period of the temperature cycles are much larger than the zipping and unzipping
times of the double strand, in order to keep the model as simple as possible. This
assumption minimizes the contribution of unzipping rates to replication poten-
tial, allowing us to solely concentrate on the competition between symmetric
and asymmetric polymers for monomers.
Methods
Our aim here is to encapsulate in mathematical language the sequence of hy-
drogen and covalent bonding and unbinding events that result in self-replication
of the autocatalytic polymer. We assume a circular or linear template polymer,
constructed by stringing together N monomers through covalent bonding. Free-
floating monomers can either hydrogen-bond with each other, forming dimers,
at a rate rf , or can bind with the template to initiate the construction of the
replica strand, at a rate rt0. We denote the presence or absence of a hydro-
gen bond between a monomer in the replica strand and the i-th monomer on
the template strand with a 1 or 0 in the i-th place in a binary string of N
digits. Thus, for N = 5, the binary string 00000 would imply that the tem-
plate strand has no monomers hydrogen-bonded to it, and 00100 implies one
monomer hydrogen-bonded to the third monomer on the template strand. Co-
operativity of hydrogen bonding is implemented by stipulating different rates for
subsequent monomer binding events, depending upon the presence or absence
of neighboring hydrogen bonds. The rates R, of monomers hydrogen bonding
with template strand in different hydrogen-bonding neighborhoods can then be
expressed as
R (00000→ 00100) = rt0,
R (00100→ 00110) = rtr = αRrt0,
R (00100→ 01100) = rtl = αLrt0 and
R (01010→ 01110) = rtc = αRαLrt0.
(1)
The unbinding rates are
R (00000← 00100) = st0,
R (00100← 00110) = str = αRst0,
R (00100← 01100) = stl = αLst0 and
R (01010← 01110) = stc = αRαLst0.
(2)
In Eqs. 1 and 2, αR and αL are the factors that modify the rates of hydro-
gen bonds forming to the right and left of a single hydrogen bond. Symmetric
cooperativity results when αL = αR, and when these two factors are unequal,
asymmetric cooperativity results. If we assume that only nearest neighbor hy-
drogen bonds affect the rate of bonding of another monomer to the template
strand, the above rates of bond formation and dissociation are sufficient to de-
termine the rates of transition between all 25 = 32 states that describe the
N = 5 double-strand formation process.
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The rate constants for the transition between all possible states describing
the double-strand formation are determined by just four parameters rt0, st0,
αR, and αL. We analyze part of the self-replication process as a continuous-
time Markov Chain process. We can evaluate the time it would take for the
template strand to go from one without any monomers attached to it, to one
with all of its monomers hydrogen-bonded to a monomer, i.e., from the state
00000 to 11111. This is calculated using the well-established “first passage time”
or “hitting time” analysis[26]: Let Rij be the transition rate constant from state
i to j, and ti the average time taken for the Markov chain to reach the final
state k = 11111 when it begins at state i. Then, first passage time analysis
involves solving the following set of linear equations for non-negative ti’s:∑
j
Rij(tj − ti) = −1, i 6= k. (3)
The average time taken to traverse from 00000 to 11111, t1 in Eq. 3, is hence-
forth called the “growth time” tg. The “rate advantage”, a measure of the propen-
sity for monomers to hydrogen-bond with a template as opposed to hydrogen-
bonding among themselves, is
Pg =
1/tg
1/tg + rf
, (4)
where, rf is the rate of dimerization of monomers.
Let the rate of covalent bond formation between two contiguous monomers
attached to the template strand be rc. The probability for the covalent bond to
form within a certain time t is then
Pc = 1− exp (−rct) . (5)
The average lifetime of the configuration of a pair of contiguous monomers
hydrogen-bonded to the template strand determines the probability of a covalent
bond forming between the two monomers, through the above Eq. 5. The
most conservative estimate of such a lifetime is the lifetime of the state 11111,
because the last covalent bond has the least time to form, since all other pairs
of monomers have been in existence before the last pair. The average lifetime of
the state 11111 is just 1/R11111, the inverse of the diagonal entry corresponding
to the state 11111 in the transition rate matrix. The expression for Pc then
becomes
Pc = 1− exp
(
− rcR11111
)
. (6)
While low barrier height for bonding decreases the “first passage time” tg
and thus increases the rate advantage Pg, it would decrease the covalent bond-
ing time Pc. Both fast “growth time” (measured by Pg) and successful covalent
bonding (measured by Pc) are important for the success of a self-replicating
polymer in creating a full replica strand, which can be measured using the di-
mensionless metric P = PgPc, called “replicational potential” in this paper. But
the conflicting requirements for both these metrics to maximize their respec-
tive values, with Pg maximization requiring αL, αR < 1, and Pc maximization
requiring αL, αR > 1 , sets up a conflict. The conflict is resolved when the
left-right symmetry is broken upon maximization of the replicational potential,
with αL < 1 and αR > 1 or αL > 1 and αR < 1.
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Parametrization
We use the experimentally determined values of the rate constants of hydrogen-
bonding, unbinding and covalent bonding among nucleotides on a template
strand for evaluating the replicational potential P , below. We use the values
of 7.5 × 107M−1sec−1 and 2.3 × 105M−1sec−1, measured at pH 7 and 269K,
for the second order rate constants of hydrogen bonding and unbinding, i.e.,
rt0 and st0 respectively, between a nucleotide monomer and a monomer on a
template[27]. The rates at which monomers attach to and detach from the poly-
mer template is given by the product of the above second-order rate constants
and the monomer concentration in the primordial environment. We set that
concentration to be 1nM , low enough to better bring out the competition be-
tween symmetric and asymmetric polymers for monomer substrates. The rate
of extension of the replica strand, through covalent bonding between two acti-
vated nucleotides hydrogen-bonded to the template, rc, has been measured to
be of the order of 10−2min−1 at pH 8.9 and 283K[28]. Since our goal is to
just demonstrate the replicational superiority of asymmetric polymers, and not
quantitative predictions, we ignore the difference in the types of nucleotides used
and the values of the environmental variables (pH and temperature) between
the above two experiments. In any case, the model is relatively insensitive to
the precise values used for the parameters. For simplicity, the rate of dimeriza-
tion through hydrogen-bonding of two monomers, rf , is taken to be the same
as the rate of monomer attaching to the polymer template, rt0. The dimen-
sionless catalytic/inhibitory factors αL and αR are allowed to independently
vary between 0.2 and 2[28], allowing us to continually interpolate between the
symmetric Ising-type interactions and the asymmetric Zipper-type interactions.
Results
In this section, we intend to prove that the competing requirements mentioned
above for evolutionary success in self-replication lead to breaking of the sym-
metry of catalytic influence of a hydrogen bond on its neighbors on either side.
Figure 1 shows the replication potential P as a function of two variables αL
and αR, the catalytic/inhibitory factors modulating the bonding rates of hy-
drogen bonds to the left and right of a single pre-existing hydrogen bond. The
plot shows two maxima, both equally off the diagonal where the bonding rates
are equal, proving our assertion above. This is a genuine symmetry-breaking,
since two equivalent degenerate maxima are present on either side of the sym-
metric cases (along the diagonal from lower left to top right in fig. 1), and
both solutions are equally probable. The role played by energy minimization in
symmetry-breaking in non-living systems is played here by evolution, i.e., repli-
cational potential maximization. The catalytic arrangement that maximizes
the replicational potential is as follows. The right neighbor’s barrier is raised
as much as possible above its uncatalyzed height and the left neighbor’s barrier
lowered appropriately (or vice versa), such that the combined effect of lowering
and raising the barrier of the central hydrogen bond in return is to slightly lower
it below its uncatalyzed height. This symmetry-broken solution is quite insen-
sitive to the values of parameters used, as long as the conflict of requirement
for both high and low kinetic barriers remain in effect.
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Figure 1: Replicational potential P of circular self-replicating polymer strands of lengthN = 5,
as a function of factors αL and αR modulating the rates of hydrogen bonding/unbinding to
the left and right of a single pre-existing hydrogen bond. Maximum replicational potential
is achieved when the bonding rate of the left bond is reduced as much as possible, and
the bonding rate of the right bond is increased above the uncatalyzed rate (or vice versa),
resulting in the breaking of left-right symmetry. The two equivalent maxima in the figure,
where αL 6= αR, correspond to two equally possible modes of asymmetric cooperativity. This
symmetry-breaking is the consequence of a compromise between two competing requirements
for successful self-replication: rapid hydrogen-bonding and unbinding of monomers with the
template to speed up replication, and successful formation of covalent bonds between two
contiguous hydrogen-bonded monomers, which depend on long hydrogen-bond lifetimes. The
replicational potential P above is measured in units of P0 = P (αL = 1, αR = 1) = 0.04,
the replicational potential without hydrogen-bond cooperativity. The factors that go into
calculation of P , Pg and Pc, are shown in figs. 2 and 3.
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As we mentioned earlier, the replicational potential P in Fig. 1 is the product
of two factors: (1) The rate of monomer utilization for polymerization relative to
the combined rate of all processes requiring the monomers Pg. This relative rate
depends upon the rate of monomers hydrogen bonding with monomers on the
template strand. The lower the effective barrier height for hydrogen bonding,
higher will be the rate of monomer utilization. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows that higher bonding rates of the left and right neighbors lead to higher
utilization, and maximum utilization occurs when both left and right rates are
equal. (2) The probability for covalent bonding Pc. This depends on the average
lifetime of two contiguous hydrogen bonds, and, higher the barrier height for
hydrogen bond dissociation, higher the probability for covalent bonding. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the probability is seen to be high for lower rates
of hydrogen bonding, and when both the left and right bonding rates are equal.
Figs. 2 and 3 show that the two factors Pg and Pc, whose product is the
replicational potential P , cannot be simutaneously maximized, since they con-
flictingly require high and low hydrogen bonding rates, for their respective max-
imizations. Fig. 1 illustrates the compromise between the two requirements for
successful self-replication. The compromise that satisfies both the requirements
is arrived at by raising the kinetic barrier for hydrogen-bonding to the right
and lowering the kinetic barrier for bonding to the left (or vice versa). Thus the
replicational potential maxima happen where the bonding rates of the hydrogen
bonds to the left and right of a single pre-existing hydrogen bond are unequal.
This broken symmetry solution provides explanations for multiple fundamental
properties of DNA, as we describe below.
Interestingly, only circular strands adopt the above broken-symmetry solu-
tion, to satisfy the two competing requirements. The maximal replicational
potential of linear strands is lower than the cicular strands’ maxima, and occurs
where the bonding rates of left and right hydrogen bonds are equal, i.e., when
the strands are symmetrically cooperative, as shown in Fig. 4. The reason
behind the difference between circular and linear strand behavior is as follows.
In the circular strand case, the first hydrogen bond connecting a free-floating
monomer and a monomer on the template strand can form at any monomer po-
sition on the strand, whereas, in the linear strand case, the first hydrogen bond
must form only at one of the ends, in order for the strand to self-replicate as
effectively as the circular strand. Since asymmetric cooperativity increases the
barrier for hydrogen bond formation to the right, formation of the first hydrogen
bond at any location other than the right-most template monomer will result
in severe inhibition of bond formation to the right of that first bond (replacing
“right” with “left” results in an equally valid statement). This reduces the effec-
tiveness of self-replication, and thus disincentivizes the adoption of asymmetric
cooperativity as a solution for satisfying the two competing requirements, in
linear strands.
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Figure 2: Rate advantage Pg , normalized with respect to that of a strand with no hydrogen
bond cooperativity, as a function of rate-modulating factors αL and αR. More monomers can
be drawn in for template-directed polymerization if the rate of hydrogen-bonding of monomers
with the template is high. The maximum rate advantage occurs at the highest possible values
of the bonding rates rtl and rtr, and where rtl = rtr or αL = αR.
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Figure 3: Covalent bonding probability Pc, normalized with respect to that of a strand with
no hydrogen bond cooperativity, as a function of rate-modulating factors αL and αR. Long
lifetime of a pair of contiguous hydrogen bonds increase the covalent bonding probability
between the two monomers. High Pc requires low unbinding rates and hence high kinetic
barriers near hydrogen-bond melting point. Maximum of covalent bonding probability occurs
at the lowest possible values of the bonding rates rtl and rtr, and where rtl = rtr or αL = αR.
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Figure 4: Replicational potential P of linear self-replicating polymer strands as a function
of factors αL and αR modulating the rates of hydrogen bonding to the left and right of a
single pre-existing hydrogen bond. Maximum replicational potential occurs when the bonding
rates of left and right bonds are equal, rtl = rtr. This maximum value is lower than the
maximum values in the circular strand case, demonstrating the replicational superiority of
circular strands over linear strands. The replicational potential P above is measured in units
of P0 = P (αL = 1, αR = 1) = 0.04. Broken symmetry compromise for the two competing
requirements of self-replication is unviable in linear strands due to the high kinetic barrier in
one direction (needed for covalent bond formation) inhibiting hydrogen bonding.
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Experimental support for asymmetric cooperativ-
ity
The central prediction of our model above is the presence of asymmetric co-
operativity in evolutionarily successful self-replicating polymers, which includes
DNA. Asymmetric cooperativity, unequal catalysis of hydrogen bonds on the
left and right, can manifest itself by rendering kinetics of zipping of two DNA
single-strands and unzipping of DNA double-strands from the left and the right
ends, unequal. This is an eminently experimentally observable phenomenon.
We first point to the evidence for the presence of directional asymmetry
(deferring differentiating between its thermodynamic and kinetic origins to the
following paragraphs), the inequivalence of left and right side in DNA, because of
it being a well-established fact in Biology. Let us denote the base-pairing of nu-
cleotides (the four different types of monomers present in DNA) on the top and
the bottom strands of the double-stranded DNA as 5′-X-3′/3′-Y -5′, with 5′-X-3′
in the top strand hydrogen-bonded to 3′-Y -5′ in the bottom strand. The growth
of a replica strand on a single strand template DNA happens only in one direc-
tion, and the numbers 5′ and 3′ are used to identify that direction. Directional
asymmetry in DNA can be easily demonstrated by using the well-established
nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters of DNA[29], wherein, the free en-
ergy, enthalpy and entropy of different combinations of nearest-neighbor pairs
were experimentally measured and cross-verified. It can be seen from the tables
in [29] that, adding 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′ base-pair to the left of 5′-A-3′/3′-T -5′, re-
sulting in 5′-GA-3′/3′-CT -5′, and adding the same 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′ to the right of
5′-A-3′/3′-T -5′, resulting in 5′-AG-3′/3′-TC-5′, are different operations, result in
distinct chemical structures, and obviously have different nearest-neighbor ther-
modynamic parameters. Thus our asymmetric cooperativity prediction merely
extends such asymmetric thermodynamic influence to kinetics. A note on termi-
nology: The inter-strand bonding between the nucleotides A and T is composed
of two hydrogen bonds, and between G and C, three hydrogen bonds. Since
we have no need to distinguish between either of the two hydrogen bonds be-
tween A and T or between the three bonds between G and C, we collectively
refer the bonds between A and T , and between G and C in singular, as “a hy-
drogen bond”. Thus, “interactions between neighboring hydrogen bonds” would
imply interaction between hydrogen bonds of two neighboring base-pairs, and
not between the hydrogen bonds of a single base-pair.
A crucial piece of evidence for the existence of directional asymmetry in
the kinetics of DNA, i.e., asymmetric cooperativity, comes from studying the
incorporation kinetics of activated nucleotides that nonenzymatically extend a
primer attached to a template strand, one nucleotide at a time, in the pres-
ence of a downstream binding strand[28]. First, the rate of incorporation of
a nucleotide is shown to be dependent on the type of nucleotide present on
the 3′ and the 5′ neighboring ends of the incorporated nucleotide (table 1 of
[28]). Second, the rate of incorporation depends on the orientation of the
neighboring base-pairs, i.e., 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′ versus 5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′. For example,
5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′ supports higher rate of nuceotide incorporation to its left com-
pared to 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′, whereas 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′ supports higher incorporation
rate to its right compared to 5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′ (Fig. S6 in the supporting informa-
tion of [28]). Third, the direction of asymmetric enhancement (5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′
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catalyzing the left neighbor) of the incorporation rate agrees with the direction
of catalysis that we arrived at from the well-established relationship between the
direction of replication and GC skew (please see “Heteromolecular base-pairing
and asymmetric nucleotide composition”).
More experimental evidence for asymmetric cooperativity come in part from
unzipping experiments. In one experiment[30], a single-molecule phage λ DNA
is unzipped using force applied on a microscopic glass slide attached to it. The
measured forces of unzipping from one end is shown to be different from unzip-
ping from the opposite end, and this is explained by the group as due to the
presence of stick-slip motion[31]. The fact that different forces signatures are
needed to unzip the DNA molecule from either end implies that the work done
to unzip the DNA from either end is also different. Under the near-equilibrium
experimental conditions of unzipping as mentioned in the article[30], this dif-
ference in the unzipping forces cannot be due to thermodynamics. Thus the
difference can only be due to the difference in kinetics of unzipping from either
end, strongly supporting the presence of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA.
In another set of experiments[32], [33], the average unzipping times for a sin-
gle molecule double-stranded DNA were found to be different depending upon
the strand orientation during entry of the strand into the nanopore. This re-
sult is explained in those papers using the analogy of a “christmas tree” moving
through a hole, with the asymmetry of kinetics arising from the asymmetry of
the tree structure. These experiments demonstrate the directionally asymmet-
ric response of base-pair lifetime to nanopore probe. It is thus not unreasonable
to assume that the bonding state of the left and right neighboring hydrogen
bonds could similarly influence the lifetime of the middle hydrogen bond asym-
metrically. In another experiment, even though the thermodynamic stabilities
of the two sequences 5′-(AT )6(GC)6-3′ and 5′-(GC)6(AT )6-3′ are nearly the
same, their unzipping kinetics have been shown to differ by orders of magni-
tude[34], suggesting that thermodynamics alone cannot explain the sequence
functionality, and directionally asymmetric kinetic influences must be included.
Unzipping kinetics of a DNA hairpin has been shown[35] to strongly depend
upon orientation of the terminal base-pairs. In another experiment[36], adding
the same four-nucleotide sequence to the 5′ end of a longer sequence and to the
3′ end of the same sequence resulted in significantly different zippering kinetics,
with the effects on kinetics due to secondary structure formation explicitly ruled
out.
In experiments on Prokaryotic adaptive immune systems (CRISPR), the
bacterial RNA transcript that attacks the homologous sequence in the DNA
genome of an invading bacteriophage has been shown to bind to the latter
through an unidirectional zippering mechanism[37], [38]. A seven-nucleotide
subsequence at the 5′ end of the CRISPR RNA transcript first binds to its com-
plementary subsequence at the 3′ end of the phage DNA target sequence. The
rest of the RNA sequence then zippers along the rest of the DNA to complete
the binding process. This unidirectional RNA-DNA zippering provides more
evidence for our asymmetric cooperativity model. The zipping directionality
has also been demonstrated in a DNA triple-helix system[39], where the third
strand is observed to nucleate and zip along the double-strand template only
in the 5′-3′ direction. Other indicators for the presence of asymmetry in DNA
include differences in the kinetics of unzipping, depending upon whether the
DNA is stretched from 3′-3′ or from 5′-5′[40], [41]. Transport studies have also
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noted the effects of directional asymmetry on charge transfer in DNA[42]–[44].
Wobble base-pairs have been shown to influence the kinetics of the neighboring
base-pairs asymmetrically, destabilizing the neighboring base-pair on only one
side[45]. Even though the sequences on either side of a DNA base-pair or a
lesion is symmetric, the destabilizing effect of the base-pair on the neighbor-
ing base-pairs was found to be asymmetric[46], [47]. Kinetics of DNA-protein
binding has been shown to depend asymmetrically on the neighborhood, with
the sequence flanking the binding region on one side affecting the kinetics more
than the other side[48], [49]. The experiments cited above strongly suggest the
presence of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA, which makes perfect sense, given
the evolutionary advantage it provides to autocatalytic heteropolymers.
Further support for our hypothesis of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA
comes from its ability to explain multiple intriguing observations about DNA
sequence and function that have no evolution-based explanation so far, within
an unified framework. These observations include the apparent inefficiency of
the multi-step lagging strand replication mechanism, the presence of asymmetric
nucleotide composition that reduces coding potential, molecular homochirality
that prevents life from utilizing enantiomers with opposite chirality in a racemic
molecular mixture, and the choice of four nucleotide alphabets instead of two.
Local symmetrization, leading to a reduction in asymmetric cooperativity and
hence the stability of the double-strand, unifyingly explains all of the follow-
ing: a) the propensity for both AT -rich sequences and CpG islands to function
as replicational and transcriptional origins, b) the instability of palindromes,
inverted repeats and trinucleotide tandem repeats without invoking various sec-
ondary structures, c) the skewed distribution of dinucleotide sequences within a
stretch of DNA replicated in the same direction, and d) the sequence-dependent
local melting of double-strand DNA under negative superhelical stress.
An experimental prediction
Here, we make an experimentally verfiable claim, which cannot be explained
by, to our knowledge, the only model explicitly built to explain the differences
in the unzipping rates of DNA from either ends[31]. Within the picture we
developed here, the rates of unzipping of the sequence 5′-(C)n-3′/3′-(G)n-5′,
at constant force, should be different depending on the end where unzipping
begins, and the rate of unzipping from the left end should be faster than from
the right end, as suggested by both the experiment on incorporation kinetics[28]
and genomic studies on GC skew[50], [51]. This hypothesized outcome cannot
be explained by the model constructed in [30], [31], since that model requires
sequence asymmetry to explain unzipping asymmetry, whereas, the above se-
quence is homogeneous.
Asymmetric cooperativity tentatively explains fun-
damental properties of DNA
We have demonstrated above that asymmetrically cooperative self-replicating
polymers stood a great chance of winning the evolutionary competition for re-
sources, due to their high replicational potential. Here, we describe the im-
plications of that conclusion for the extant autocatalytic heteropolymer, DNA,
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assuming that the precursor of DNA did undergo the directional symmetry-
breaking in cooperativity and bequeathed it to the DNA. The experimental
evidence listed above strongly suggests that to be the case. Following tentative
explanations for diverse characteristics of DNA are based on the supervenience
of biochemical evolution over chemistry, as argued in our premise statement,
and thus enlarge on the familiar chemistry-based rationalizations.
Below, we explain various properties of DNA, such as strand directional-
ity, circularity of primitive genomes, anti-parallel strand orientation, hetero-
molecular base-pairing, asymmetric nucleotide distribution across strands, four-
nucleotide alphabet and three-nucleotide codons, palindromic instability, helic-
ity, and chirality. We arrive at the explanations through our assumption of
the presence of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA, and by assuming that DNA
evolved to maximize speed of replication and to acquire the capability to store
information. We point to experimental support for our explanations where
available. The tentative explanations for the above properties are illustrated in
fig.5.
We provide a very short introduction to the replication mechanism of DNA
here, just enough to understand our arguments and explanations below. Double-
stranded DNA is composed of two complementary single strands hydrogen-
bonded to each other. During replication, these hydrogen bonds are broken
and the double strand is converted into two single strands. These DNA sin-
gle strands replicate directionally, with the “replicational machinery” that con-
structs the replica strand moving unidirectionally along the track of a single
template strand. This directionality of replication is governed by the direction-
ality of the DNA single strand itself, which is a consequence of the two ends of
the strands (and hence of the constituent monomers) being inequivalent. These
chemically inequivalent ends (of both the strand and the monomer) are differ-
entiated in Biological literature as the 3′ and 5′ ends. The two complementary
strands of a double-stranded DNA are aligned anti-parallel, with one strand
oriented 5′ to 3′, and the other oriented 3′ to 5′. During replication, the “unzip-
ping machinery” creates a Y-shaped fork, where the double strand is unzipped
into two single strands, while moving along the double strand unidirectionally.
In contrast to the directional movement of the “replicational machinery” on the
single strands, the direction in which the “unzipping machinery” moves is not
dictated by the orientation of either of the two strands in the double strand,
but is usually argued to be dictated by “initial condictions” during its induc-
tion. Since the two strands in the double strand are oriented anti-parallel, the
unzipping and replicational machineries move in the same direction on only one
of the two strands, called the leading strand. On the other strand, called the
lagging strand, the two machineries move in opposite directions, which results
in the the lagging strand replication to happen in fragments. Elaborate cellu-
lar mechanisms exist to accurately replicate the inherently risky lagging strand
replication.
Strand directionality
We have mentioned above the restriction imposed by the single strand on the
direction the “replicational machinery” must move in, during the replica strand
synthesis. This directionality constraint is so strong and inviolable that, even
in the situation where constructing the replica strand in the opposite direc-
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tion could be continuous and less error-prone, as in the lagging strand repli-
cation, the evolutionarily selected molecular structure of DNA disallows such
a course[52]. Thus, there must be a strong evolutionary reason for retaining
the directional nature of the strand and hence of the replicational machinery,
and to forego the obvious advantages of allowing for a change in the direction
of the replicational machinery (also see “Anti-parallel strands” below). This
property is usually explained using chemistry-based arguments, which is un-
acceptable within our premise of the supervenience of biochemical evolution
over chemistry. The obvious question is why would evolution choose a direc-
tional monomer and strand structure, when a non-directional strand could have
allowed for changes in directionality of replication, when the demand arises.
Asymmetric cooperativity readily provides an explanation for the evolutionary
advantage of strand directionality, and helps us reconcile the apparently elab-
orate and involved mechanism of lagging strand replication of DNA, with the
DNA’s evolutionary superiority.
Asymmetric cooperativity results when two contiguous hydrogen bonds in-
fluence each other asymmetrically or non-reciprocally, with the bond on the
right, say, reducing the kinetic barrier of its left neighbor, whereas the lat-
ter increasing the kinetic barrier of the former. Such an asymmetric influence
needs an asymmetric molecule to instantiate it. A molecule with symmetric
left and right sides, with the covalent-bonding ends to the left and right struc-
turally symmetric, cannot instantiate asymmetric cooperativity. This leads us
to conclude that the monomers must themselves be reflection-asymmetric along
the covalent-bonding direction. Thus asymmetric cooperativity would lead to
monomer and strand directionality. The evolutionary advantage of unidirec-
tional replication due to asymmetric cooperativity thus helps us understand the
inefficient lagging strand replication mechanism as a work-around to replicate
without foregoing the advantage of asymmetric cooperativity.
Circularity of primitive genomes
The genomes of most prokaryotes (cells without nuclear membrane), plasmids or
extra-chromosomal DNA, and of many viruses, are circular. The evolutionary
advantage of a circular genome is posited to be the simplicity of its replica-
tion mechanism, as opposed to that of a linear genome, whose free ends re-
quire a more sophisticated mechanism for faithful replication. It has also been
argued that circular genomes enable storage of negative super-helicity, which
favors local unzipping or bubble formation[53]. In the “results” section, we have
demonstrated another advantage of having a circular genome: Asymmetric co-
operativity is beneficial for circular genome, but not for linear genome. This
is because of the difficulty in replicating the linear template strand in the di-
rection (say, right) in which hydrogen-bonding is inhibited, which leaves the
template region to the right of the origin of replication un-replicated. The ori-
gin of replication for a linear strand must be at its right-most end for the strand
to successfully replicate itself, a constraint not present in the case of circular
genomes. The replicational machinery of the circular genome moving to the
left of origin of replication will end up circling the entire genome. Thus, in the
primordial oceans, those self-replicating polymers that incorporated asymmetric
cooperativity to be replicationally superior were probably circular. This could
then provide another explanation for the circularity of genomes of evolutionarily
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Figure 5: Explanations for various properties of DNA, within the asymmetric cooperativity
picture. (a) Asymmetric cooperativity requires the monomers constituting a heteropolymer
to have asymmetric structure along the covalent bonding direction, represented here as blue
trapezoids with unequal opposite side lengths. Asymmetric kinetic influence of two neighbor-
ing hydrogen bonds on each other is represented using catalytic and inhibitory arrows drawn
on the hydrogen bonds. Darker shading of the bonds denote higher kinetic barriers. The
single strand thus acquires directionality, explaining the 3′-5′ directionality of DNA strands.
We have assumed that the linear template and replica strands are oriented in parallel, giving
the double strand an overall (un)zipping directionality. (b) Anti-parallel orientation of the
two strands destroys overall directionality of the double strand. The two-fold rotationally
symmetry of the base-pairs precludes differentiating between left and right side of the base-
pairs, illustrating the lack of (un)zipping directionality. (c) Heteromolecular base-pairing rein-
troduces left-right asymmetry, and restores (un)zipping directionality in the double-strand.
One of the two strands dominate and sets the asymmetric cooperativity mode. (d) Rota-
tion of the base-pair by 180◦ leads to switching of catalytic and inhibitory arrows, and thus
of (un)zipping directionality. This explains the sequence dependence of (un)zipping direc-
tionality, and provides the evolutionary rationale for anti-parallel double-strand orientation.
With sequence dependence of asymmetric cooperativity, simultaneous replication of disjoint
segments is made possible. (e) To be able to store information, heteropolymers of arbitrary se-
quences should have similar replicational potential. Heteropolymers with aribtrary sequences
would not exhibit cooperative (un)zipping, due to the dependence of (un)zipping cooperativ-
ity on base-pair orientation. Thus, heteropolymers made of just two alphabets cannot store
information, since a few sequences will become replicationally superior to a vast majority
of other sequences. (f) With the choice of quadruplet alphabet, monomer sequences can si-
multaneously store information and determine (un)zipping directionality, thus unlinking their
mutual influence. Asymmetric base composition sets the asymmetric cooperativity mode and
thus the unzipping direction. (g) Palindromic sequences or GC skew switching locations are
dyadic-symmetric monomer arrangements, and indicate a switch in (un)zipping directionality.
Symmetric catalytic influence due to dyadic symmetry leads to weakening of hydrogen bonds
and to double-strand instability, and thus these locations can serve as origins of replication
and transcription. (h) Illustration of bidirectional sequential unzipping originating from the
region of dyadic symmetry. This also explains palindromic instability.
primitive species mentioned above.
Anti-parallel strands and multiple origins of replication
As we have seen in the explanation for “strand directionality”, the lagging strand
construction is apparently inefficient, because it happens in fragments that are
stitched together later. Also, part of the lagging strand is left in a single-
stranded state, which is vulnerable to degradation from other cellular com-
ponents. Apart from the constraint of directionality, the anti-parallel strand
orientation is directly responsible for such a cumbersome replicational process.
If the DNA strands were parallel, both the strands could be constructed contin-
uously. Naturally, there must be a strong evolutionary reason for the DNA to
persist with its anti-parallel orientation, as with directionality, to tolerate such
an inefficiency. The evolutionary advantage of anti-parallel strand orientation
arises from the possibility it offers to replicate non-overlapping segments of DNA
simultaneously, thereby speeding up the replication process tremendously, as we
expain below.
As the Fig. 1 illustrates, there are two degenerate replicational maxima
representing two possible modes of asymmetric cooperativity: “Left asymmetric
cooperativity”, where the left hydrogen bond’s barrier is lowered and the right
bond’s barrier raised, and “right asymmetric cooperativity”, where the left hy-
drogen bond’s barrier is raised and the right bond’s barrier lowered. Parallel ori-
entation of the two strands of DNA restricts the asymmetric cooperativity to be
in either left or right mode, uniformly, throughout the entire genome. Across the
entire genome, the hydrogen bonds must catalyze their left neighboring bonds
and inhibit their right neighbors (or vice versa), due to the same direction of
the monomers in both strands that instantiate asymmetric cooperativity. Thus,
the “unzipping machinery” can move only in the right direction across the entire
genome, during replication. The replication of the entire genome thus has to be
done sequentially (see below). With anti-parallel orientation, the two strands
negate each other’s asymmetric influence (see Fig. 5(b)), and the directional-
ity of the “unzipping machinery” is left to other more malleable determinants,
which can be made to depend on the local sequence. If one of the strands in the
anti-parallel configuration is allowed to locally dominate the other strand and
determine the mode of asymmetric cooperativity, then the “unzipping machin-
ery” could be made to move along the direction dictated by that dominating
strand. We will later argue that this is indeed the case.
Now, the directionality of the “unzipping machinery ” and thus of replication
can be altered at will, by locally switching the “dominating factor ” (please see
the explanation for “heteromolecular base-pairing”) from one strand to another,
unlike in the case of parallel strands. Segments of DNA can thus be replicated si-
multaneously, parallelizing the replication process. The places where the strands
change their cooperativity mode from left-asymmetric to right-asymmetric is
where replication would begin, with a pair of unzipping machineries inducted to
move from the “origin-of-replication” to the left and right. Multiple such origins
of replication would allow for simultaneous unzipping of multiple double-strand
segments at once, which results in faster replication time. Because the coopera-
tivity mode is hard-coded into parallel strands, such switching between left and
right modes is not possible in parallel-strand organization. This switching be-
tween cooperativity modes in anti-parallel strands, achieved through switching
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of the thus far vaguely defined “dominating factor”, renders a pair of hydrogen
bonds at the switching location to be weaker than their neighbors (the rates of
their bonding/unbinding increased by a factor of ≈ 1.52 within our model), due
to the absence of inhibitory kinetic influence, as shown in Fig. 5(g)-(h). These
weakened bonds serve as “origins of replication” in the anti-parallel strands. Due
to the absence of switching between cooperativity modes, these weakened hy-
drogen bonds cannot be present in parallel strands, except at the ends, thus
preventing the strands from supporting multiple origins of replication.
The presence of simutaneously replicating non-overlapping segments would
also enable expansion of genome size and thus the complexity of organisms,
by disentangling genome size and replication time. More over, an evolutionary
transition from circular to linear strands might not have been possible with par-
allel strands, due to the instability of the hydrogen bond with smaller kinetic
barrier at one of the free ends. Whereas, due to the possibility of coopera-
tivity mode switching, antiparallel strands can strengthen their free ends, by
modulating the asymmetry direction just at the ends to make the bonds near
the end to have higher kinetic barrier. Evolutionary preference for anti-parallel
strand orientation of the double strands may have resulted in the selection of
a heteropolymer structure for DNA which is thermodynamically more stable in
anti-parallel orientation[54].
Heteromolecular base-pairing and asymmetric nucleotide composition
It is not possible to incorporate asymmetric cooperativity in anti-parallel strands
with interstrand hydrogen bonds between same type of monomer molecules. To
prove this assertion, let us consider a monomer of type G in the top strand
hydrogen bonded with another monomer of same type G in the bottom strand.
We represent this base-pair as 5′-G-3′/3′-G-5′, with the numbers denoting the
anti-parallel orientations of the monomers in the two strands. This base-pair
lacks left-right asymmetry, as can be easily demonstrated by rotating it by
180◦, effectively converting the top strand monomer into the bottom strand
monomer and vice versa, which results in the same base-pair arrangement
5′-G-3′/3′-G-5′. Thus, to break the left-right symmetry, we have to abandon the
assumption of homomolecular base-pairing, and dictate that base-pairing can
happen only between monomers of different types, such as 5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′. This
latter heteromolecular base-pairing arrangement is evidently left-right asym-
metric, and hence can incorporate asymmetric cooperativity. If 5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′
is left-asymmetrically cooperative, (i.e., catalyze the left hydrogen bond) then
5′-G-3′/3′-C-5′ must be right-asymmetrically cooperative, flipping the direction
of catalytic influence, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c)-(d).
In the part explaining the anti-parallel orientation of the two strands of DNA
above, we have mentioned about the “dominating factor” that dictates which of
the two strands gets to choose the direction in which the unzipping machinery
must move, or in other words, the mode of asymmetric cooperativity. Here we
will clarify what this factor is, and supply evidence for its presence in DNA.
In the above paragraph, we explained how the orientation of a heteromolecular
base-pair, by which we mean which monomer of the pair is part of which strand,
determined the asymmetric cooperativity mode. Let us consider a DNA segment
where the unzipping machinery is obsereved to move from left to right. This
implies that the strand is locally left-asymmetrically cooperative, which would
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be instantiated by the base-pairs 5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′, in alignment with the obser-
vation that G is enriched in the leading strand[51]. Switching the orientation
of this base-pair by placing G in the top strand will change this cooperativity
mode and thus would not be preferred. Thus we should observe an excess of
C over G in the top strand (lagging strand for left-to-right replication) with
corresponding excess of G over C in the bottom strand (leading strand for left-
to-right replication), over the entire segment where the unzipping machinery
is observed to move from left to right, and vice versa. Thus, the “dominating
factor” determining the direction of movement of the unzipping machinery is
the relative excess of one nucleotide, of the two base-pairing nucleotides G and
C, over another, in a single strand.
This correlation between excess of one nucleotide over another on a strand
and the direction of movement of the unzipping machinery is experimentally
very well-documented and is observed in the DNA of both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes[50], [51], [55]–[58]. The excess of one nucleotide over another in
a segment of DNA has been termed “asymmetric base composition” or “GC
skew”, and the above-mentioned correlation is in fact one of the primary exper-
imental signatures used to identify the multiple origins of replication in various
genomes[56], [59]–[62]. This strand asymmetry, calculated as (C−G)/(C+G)%
in running windows along genomic sequences, varies from an average of about
4% in Human genome [61] to more than 12% in some Bacteria[63]. “Origins of
replication”, mentioned above as locations where the asymmetric cooperativity
mode changes between left and right, are correlated with the locations where
the GC skew changes sign. These are locations where the dyadic symmetry is
approximately restored, with more G’s on the top strand to the left of the origin
decreasing the kinetic barrier of the bonds at the origin, and more G’s on the
bottom strand to the right of the origin again decreasing the kinetic barrier of
the bonds at the origin. Thus the hydrogen bonds at the origin would have
lower kinetic barriers, and hence are susceptible to break, which could underlie
the origins’ function. GC Skew has been attributed to asymmetric mutational
pressures due to the differences in leading and lagging strand replicational and
trascriptional mechanisms[64]–[66], and is essentially treated as a detrimental
side-effect of replicational directionality, as opposed to it being the cause of
replicational directionality as we argued above. We would like to clarify that,
within our model, while the directionality of the unzipping machinery is deter-
mined by the GC skew, the direction of new strand synthesis is still dictated
by the 3′-5′ orientation of the template strand, with the skew acting merely as
a perturbation.
We do not preclude the possibility a self-reinforcing loop of asymmetric mu-
tational pressure causing GC skew and thus replicational directionality, which in
turn causing asymmetric mutational pressure and so on. Such a self-reinforcing
loop can maintain and alter, at evolutionary timescales, the amount of skew in
response to environmental pressures to replicate faster or slower. Such strand-
asymmetric mutational pressure associated with replicational direction has been
documented[67], [68]. It is interesting to note that transcription too has been
shown to lead to asymmetric mutation, selectively enriching the strand along
the direction of transcription with more G, even when that direction is anti-
parallel to that of replication due to the location of the genes on the lagging
strand[66], [69]. Cellular transcriptional machinery can take advantage of lower
kinetic barrier provided by G-enrichment of leading strands when the genes are
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placed on the leading strand. Whereas, with the genes on the lagging strand,
transcriptional machinery must work against the higher kinetic barrier due to
the “wrong” GC orientation. The preferential placement of genes on the leading
strand, observed in genomes of multiple species[70], could thus have a kinetic
basis. Also, the correlation between the magnitude of skew in a genome and
its replicational speed too has been documented[71]. The counter-pressure that
limits the magnitude of GC skew is the obvious reduction it causes in coding
possibilities, which places restrictions on the Genetic Code. Maximal GC skew
will significantly reduce the number of amino acids that can be encoded, with
only three nucleotides available per strand (assuming AT distribution across
strands is not skewed), as opposed to four used in the genetic code. If not for
the utility of GC skew in determining the directionality of movement of unzip-
ping machinery, it would have been selected out due to the above-mentioned
counter-pressure.
The other pair of nucleotides, A and T , are also observed to be asymmet-
rically distributed across the two strands of DNA in various genomes, and its
switch is correlated with replicational origins[55]. But the base-pair orientation
does not consistently correlate with the direction of replication across genomes
of different organisms[71], like that of the GC base-pair. For example, T is
enriched on the leading strand in Human genome, whereas A is enriched on
the leading strand in B. Subtilis genome. It is unclear whether different envi-
ronmental factors or growth rates of various organisms dictate the asymmetric
cooperativity mode of the AT base-pair.
A rich source of experimental evidence for the above claims, apart from the
strong evidence from incorporation kinetics[28] presented earlier, is the docu-
mented asymmetric (polar) and sequence-dependent rate of movement of the
“unzipping machinery”, or the replicational fork (as it is called in the Biological
literature) as it traverses the genome during replication. During DNA replica-
tion, the replicational fork moves unidirectionally from the origin of replication,
with direction dictated by the GC skew, which we explain to be due to asymmet-
ric kinetic influence of 5′-C-3′/3′-G-5′ base-pair on its neighboring base-pairs.
Thus, stretches of genome withG-enriched on one strand should allow the fork to
proceed in one direction, while inhibiting its movement in the opposite direction.
Such polar inhibition of replicational forks through G-enriched sections has been
observed[72]–[74], and are usually explained as due to triple-helix formation.
This sequence and orientation-dependent movement of replicational fork can be
explained using the asymmetric kinetics of (un)zipping of the asymmetrically co-
operative DNA. It has to be noted that the permissive and blocking orientations
set by GC skew are consistent for the movement of both the DNA unzipping ma-
chinery and the replicational and transcriptional machinery through G-enriched
sections of different genomes. Thermodynamic parameters of DNA unzipping
alone cannot capture such direction-dependent rates of movement of the repli-
cational fork. More evidence for sequence- and orientation-dependent kinetics
of the replicational fork are a) the orientation-dependent slowdown of the repli-
cational fork at transcription-start and stop elements[75], b) the orientation-
dependent pause or termination of replication at ter elements of E.Coli[76],
with the choice between pause and termination determined by the speed of the
replisome[77], and c) genetically-determined replicational slow zones in budding
yeast[78] and D. Melanogaster[79] genomes. At the single-molecule level, the ori-
entation of the terminal base-pair of DNA hair-pin molecules has been discerned
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using kinetics of unzipping through a nanopore[35]. More recently, the differ-
ences in lifetimes of stacking interactions between swapped-sequence pairs such
as 5′-AT -3′/3′-GC-5′ and 5′-GC-3′/3′-AT -5′ have been shown to span sveral
orders of magnitude[80], further supporting our hypothesis of the connection
between base-pair orientation and kinetics.
Quadruplet alphabet and triplet codons
Within the above hypothesis, that anti-parallel heteropolymers employ asym-
metric base composition to set local unzipping directionality, we can deduce
that, if composed of merely two types of monomers, DNA would have reduced
information-encoding ability. To demonstrate this, let us hypothetically re-
strict the DNA sequences to be made of only two monomers, G and C. Let
us also assume that a nucleotide-string of length s is needed to encode infor-
mation about a protein. If the nucleotide sequence encoding for the protein is
5′-(G)s-3′/3′-(C)s-5′ and the origin of replication and transcription is located
to the right of this sequence (in accordance with our assumption above), then
the transcription and replication will proceed smoothly. For any other encoding,
such as 5′-(G)m(C)n(G)l-3′/3′-(C)m(G)n(C)l-5′, with s = m+n+l, the replica-
tion and transcription will stall in both directions for sufficiently large n, as has
been demonstrated experimentally[74]. This is due to the change in the mode
of asymmetric cooperativity, within our picture. such drastic dependence of the
replicational potential of a sequence on the information contained in it is detri-
mental to the organism, since it severely restricts the coding space available
to encode information about making proteins. This also would lead to het-
eropolymers with minimal information content (heteropolymer single strands
dominated by a single monomer type) to be replicationally more successful,
leading to reduced evolvability. Fig. 5(e) illustrates the destruction of cooper-
ative behavior for an arbitrary sequence. The ability to encode information (or
alternately to support neutral variations on which evolution could act upon)
could have been revived through the introduction of another pair of (distinct)
monomers, thus resulting in four bases that we observe today[81], as shown in
Fig. 5(e)-(f). The four-letter code delinks replicational potential of a sequence
from its information content, thus expanding the coding space.
Also, since the thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of any given hy-
drogen bond in a DNA sequence is assumed to depend sensitively on its imme-
diate neighbors, any mechanism that translates the genetic code utilizing those
characteristics must also include the neighborhood. Thus, it is straightforward
to rationalize the usage of three nucleotides in a codon, as it is the minimum
length required for the thermodynamic and kinetic characterization of the cen-
tral hydrogen bond, assuming our asymmetric cooperativity model holds for
RNA as well. It follows that the central hydrogen bond or the second base in
the tri-nucleotide codon should be more important, compared to the first or the
third base position, when it comes to choosing a specific genetic code among
the multitude of choices. It has been shown that this is indeed the case, and the
natural genetic code is chosen to tolerate mutations at first and third positions,
whereas major differences between amino acids were specified by the second
base in a codon[82], [83]. This also obviates the need for using the number
of distinct amino acids, 20-22, hitherto an unexplained number, to explain the
emergence of the triplet code.
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Palindromes and Inverted Repeats
Consider the sequence 5′-CTAG-3′/3′-GATC-5′, which has been shown to be
extremely rare in bacterial genomes[84]. The sequence of the bottom strand
can be seen to be the reverse of the top strand sequence, exhibiting a spe-
cial kind of symmetry called “dyad symmetry”. Such symmetric sequences are
called palindromes. Perfect palindromes are generally under-represented in most
genomes[85]. Inverted repeats are sequences with an intervening sequence be-
tween the two symmetric “arms” of a palindromic sequence. As with the larger-
scale approximate dyadic symmetry of the GC-skew-switching locations leading
to origins of replication, these smaller-scale symmetry elements too serve as ori-
gins of replication and transcription[86], and function as targets for restriction
enzymes[87]. Within our model, these properties follow from the increased sym-
metry of palindromic and inverted repeat sequences. The two middle hydrogen
bonds in the example sequence, 5′-TA-3′/3′-AT -5′, cannot influence each other
asymmetrically, that is, one bond inhibiting the formation of the other and in
turn be catalyzed by it. If the 5′-T -3′/3′-A-5′ hydrogen bond inhibits the bond
to its right, then 5′-A-3′/3′-T -5′ must inhibit the bond to its left, resulting
in both bonds influencing each other symmetrically. This dyadic symmetry of
the palindromic arrangement excludes the presence of asymmetric cooperativ-
ity, leading to an increase in the kinetic barrier for hydrogen-bond breaking of
the both base-pairs. This argument holds for 5′-CG-3′/3′-GC-5′ as well. De-
pending upon the local directionality, one of the neighboring base-pairs of such
dinucleotide sequences will have its barrier reduced from both left and right,
resulting in local unzipping. The converse is also true, that of a reduction in
the kinetic barrier for hydrogen-bond breaking between 5′-AT -3′/3′-TA-5′ and
5′-GC-3′/3′-CG-5′, as shown in Fig. 5(g)-(h). This results in one or more bonds
weaker than the rest in the neighborhood, leaving such sequences susceptible
to adopt single-stranded configurations due to bond-breaking and bidirectional
cooperative unzipping, and resulting in secondary structures such as cruciforms
and hairpins. More over, due to switching of asymmetric cooperativity modes
at one of the two ends and at the center of a sufficiently long palindrome, DNA
replication is hindered, resulting in DNA fragility at these points[88].
Support for our claim above comes from its ability to collectively explain
multiple apparently unrelated observations concerning the nature of sequences
at genomic replicational and transcriptional origins. Local hydrogen-bond weak-
ening, a result of the dyadic-symmetry present in palindromes, inverted repeats
, 5′-CG-3′/3′-GC-5′-containing CpG islands and 5′-TA-3′/3′-AT -5′-containing
AT -rich sequences, leads to their functioning as promoters and origins of repli-
cation[86], [89]–[92]. This weakening also promotes double-strand instability[93],
which could lead to entropy-mediated weakening of intra-strand covalent bonds,
and could also explain the functioning of such symmetric sequences as recombi-
nation hotspots[93]–[95].
Furthermore, the replicational stability of the trinucleotide repeats 5′-(CTG)n-3′/3′-(GAC)n-5′
and 5′-(CGG)n-3′/3′-(GCC)n-5′ was observed to depend on the orientation of
the repeat with respect to the replicational origin[96], [97], providing a strong
evidence for the picture we developed above. Within our model, the lack of di-
rectionality of the dinucleotide sequence 5′-GC-3′/3′-CG-5′ in the trinucleotide
repeats would leave the T/A and G/C base-pair to dictate the directionality
of replicational machinery movement. Thus, 5′-CTG-3′/3′-GAC-5′ would allow
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the replicational machinery to pass through only when approached from the per-
missive direction due to asymmetric cooperativity, whereas 5′-CAG-3′/3′-GTC-5′
would block the machinery, inducing errors in replication and resulting in in-
stability. The dependence of instability or fragility on the repeat length of var-
ious types of repeats suggests the presence of cooperativity in such sequences.
The cooperativity of such sequences would manifest in extension or deletion
of the repeat units in multiples than as single units, as has been experimen-
tally observed[96]. Also, as we have mentioned above, the mutual strengthening
of kinetic barrier in 5′-CG-3′/3′-GC-5′ and 5′-TA-3′/3′-AT -5′ and the mutual
weakening of the barrier in 5′-GC-3′/3′-CG-5′ and 5′-AT -3′/3′-TA-5′ would
lead to significant difference in the mobility of replicational machinery through
these two types of dinucleotide sequences, with the sequences with higher barrier
hindering the mobility. This would result in the selective advantage and rela-
tive enrichment of one over another over the entire genome. This genome-wide
relative enrichment of GC and AT over CG and TA dinucleotide sequences has
been documented across the genomes of multiple species[98]–[101].
Helicity
Thus far, we have elaborated on the replicational benefits of asymmetric coop-
erativity and its instantiation in DNA through heteromolecular base-pairs. The
orientation-dependent kinetics of replication and transcription depended on the
orientation of the base-pairs, with the latter determining the local asymmetric
cooperativity mode. Alterations of these orientations (and hence of the se-
quence) through mutations, such as translocations, on evolutionary timescales,
provided the variations in the kinetic behavior of the genome on which evo-
lution could act upon, thereby increasing the fitness of the species. Similarly,
some amount of control on the kinetics of replication and transcription, on the
timescale of the lifetime of an individual organism, would have proved very use-
ful for the organism in order to respond to the changes in its environment, and
would have helped its acclimatization. Control of asymmetric cooperativity,
and through it the kinetics of replication and transcription, can be effected at
shorter timescales if asymmetric cooperativity is made to depend on the more
malleable local structure of the DNA, in addition to it being dependent on the
sequence. We argue that helicity of DNA provides exactly such a capability.
The opposite angular displacements of neighboring hydrogen bonds to the
left and right of a given hydrogen bond, due to helicity, could also impose oppos-
ing kinetic influences on the bonding and dissociation of the central hydrogen
bond, with the direction of inhibition and catalysis dependent on the orienta-
tion of the central hydrogen bond. A local reduction in helicity, and hence a
reduction in the opposite angular displacements of neighboring hydrogen bonds,
would symmetrize the structure and thus would reduce asymmetric cooperativ-
ity. Such locally decreased asymmetry in kinetic influence over a hydrogen bond
will weaken it and/or its neighbor, and would result in local weakening and un-
winding of the double-strand, just as the dyadic symmetry of GC skew-switching
and palindromic sequences weaken the double-strand. This helicity-dependence
of asymmetric cooperativity could offer an “epigenetic” route to regulate origins
of replication and transcription. The following lines of evidence support this
picture.
It is an experimentally well-established fact[102]–[105] that DNA negative
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superhelicity, which can be defined as the reduction in the angle between two
successive base-pairs in the double helical structure, weakens the inter-strand
hydrogen bonds and locally unwinds DNA at specific sequences. In one of the
first demonstrations, a promoter of transcription in E. Coli was observed to
locally unwind, specifically at 3′-TA-5′/5′-AT -3′, under negative superhelical
stress[106]. In another experiment, superhelically constrained circular DNA
strands were shown to adopt single-stranded configuration at inverted repeat
locations, whereas the same strands, when linearized, did not show such insta-
bility[107]. In one of the more recent experiments[108], local unwinding at the
origins of replication of single molecule double-strand DNA under negative su-
perhelical stress were visually observed. Negative superhelical stress has been
shown to destabilize DNA double strands near termination and promoter re-
gions of plasmids and viral genomes[109]. It has also been theoretically noted
that a collective twisting of the DNA strand is required to nucleate local de-
naturation and bubble formation of DNA[110]. Explanation for such behavior
is straight-forward within our model, where, the already weakened inter-strand
bond(s) at these dyadic-symmetric sequences is further destabilized due to the
reduction in asymmetric cooperativity caused by negative superhelicity, leading
to their local unwinding.
The normal form of DNA is a right-handed helix, denoted as the B-form,
whereas, the Z-form, which has specific sequence requirements and predomi-
nantly occurs in negatively superhelical genomes, is left-handed[111]. The in-
terface between the B-DNA and Z-DNA exhibits significant unwinding[111].
This local loss of helicity, and thus the decreased directional asymmetry, at
the B-Z interface results in weakening of the hydrogen bonds and the interface
has been shown to adopt single-stranded configuration[112]. This interface also
has been shown to stop transcription only when the DNA is negatively super-
coiled[113], understandable from the asymmetric cooperativity model as being
due to change in the mode of asymmetric cooperativity, due to the change in
the sign of helicity at the B-Z interface. If the (un)zipping kinetics is depen-
dent upon helicity of DNA through asymmetric cooperativity, as claimed above,
then global DNA supercoiling structure, by influencing local helicity, can govern
transcription and replication, as has been argued here[102], [105], [114]. Tran-
scription and replication can thus respond to environmental changes, since the
latter is known to influence DNA supercoiling[115], [116]. As an interesting
example, the global topological state of cyanobacterial genome has been shown
to be strongly correlated with the circadian gene expression state[117].
Helicity, which structurally instantiates asymmetric cooperativity in DNA
and thus enables topological control of replication and transcription as argued
above, also imposes structural constraints on the monomers constituting the
DNA double helix. The ground-state double helical structure of DNA is patently
a three-dimensional one, which implies that the covalent and hydrogen bonds
that attach a nucleotide monomer to its neighbors cannot all be in the same
plane, i.e., the bonds cannot be coplanar. If the bonds were all in the same
plane, then the ground state structure of DNA will be that of a flat untwisted
ribbon, not a double helix. We will need this constraint below, to explain the
chirality of nucleotides.
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Chirality
One of the longstanding puzzles in Biology is the same-handedness or homochi-
rality of nucleotides and amino acids. Nucleotides, the monomers that consti-
tute DNA, are right-handed, whereas amino acids, monomers of proteins, are
left-handed. What evolutionary advantage accrues to living systems from ho-
mochirality is unknown. But a demonstrated disadvantage of homochirality is
the cross-inhibition of polymerization when both left- and right-handed enan-
tiomers are present in the primordial growth medium[118]–[120]. Then, the
question of homochirality can be resolved into two related but distinct ques-
tions: a) Why did molecular evolution not choose achiral monomers to con-
struct genetic polymers? b) In case there is an advantage in choosing chiral
monomers, how did one enantiomer come to dominate in living systems? The
tentative answers that have been presented so far in the literature address only
the second question, where, analyses usually start with a racemic mixture of
chiral molecules and proceed to identify a symmetry-breaking mechanism that
chooses one enantiomer over another (reviewed in [121]). This includes the in-
teresting explanation that the presence of significant (combinatorial) entropic
barrier in forming specific structures in a racemic medium[122] results in living
systems prefering homochiral media. It is entirely logical to ask the first ques-
tion, that why achiral molecules are disfavored, particularly within our premise
that an infinite variety of precursor molecules existed for prebiotic evolution to
select an appropriate monomer. Below, we answer both the questions, by show-
ing that, within the constraints of directionality and helicity, it is evolutionarily
advantageous for monomers to be homochiral.
We would like to recall our evolution-based explanation for directionality,
above, where we argued that the instantiation of asymmetric cooperativity
requires monomers that are asymmetric along the covalent-bonding direction.
Thus, if asymmetric cooperativity mode has to be preserved, the 5’ -3’ orien-
tation of the nucleotide monomers during polymerization must be maintained.
The biochemical evolution that preceded and resulted in DNA/RNA would have
had to choose a structure that imposed such an orientational restriction, by dis-
allowing hydrogen bonding in all but one orientation[118]. Symmetry elements
in the monomer structure, by providing more orientational possibilities during
hydrogen bonding, would increase the chances of replicational failures by allow-
ing hydrogen bonding with wrong covalent bond orientation, and hence would
have been selected out during prebiotic evolution (see Fig. 6). We argue below
that it is best to use chiral monomers to impose orientational specificity during
hydrogen bonding.
The general idea we use below to demonstrate the need for chirality is quite
simple. If we aspire to attach two objects together in just one way, and in only
one orientation, using only the objects’ shape complementarity, much like Lego
blocks, we need to reduce the structural symmetries of the objects. Thus, the
requirement of orientational specificity imposes constraints on the presence of
rotational and reflectional symmetries in the object.
Let us represent the monomer as a general three-dimensional object, with
an arrow embedded in it denoting the direction of the covalent-bonding axis
~V (see Fig. 6). Let us assume that the hydrogen bonding ends lie within a
small area Γ, on the surface of the object, somewhere between the two ends
of the arrow. The presence of a directional covalent bonding axis results in a
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Figure 6: An illustration of the relationsip between reflection and rotational symmetry op-
erations, and its relevance to the relationship between chirality and orientational specificity.
The latter is a requirement that monomers must satisfy during hydrogen bonding, for efficient
heteropolymer self-replication. A monomer is represented here as an approximate spheroid,
with protrusions near equator denoting covalent bonding ends and the ones in poles denot-
ing hydrogen bonding ends. Local and global symmetry planes are represented by greenish
gray planes, and rotational symmetry axes, by thick black lines. Non-coplanarity of all the
bonds assumed. (a) Illustration of the lack of orientational specificity during hydrogen bond-
ing between two monomers with just one hydrogen bonding end each within the surface Γ.
An infinite number of local non-parallel reflection symmetry (σ) planes exist within Γ, with
the line of intersection between the planes being the rotational symmetry axis, C∞. (b) Two
similar hydrogen bonding ends support two local reflection symmetry planes within Γ, still
providing a C2 rotational symmetry axis. (c) Two dissimilar hydrogen bonding ends within Γ
provides one reflection symmetry plane. The presence of another global or local non-parallel
reflection symmetry plane, such as the one shown across the equator, would introduce a ro-
tational symmetry axis, destroying orientational specificity. (d) For monomers with not more
than two hydrogen bonds within a single Γ surface, the imposition of orientational specificity
leads to chiral structure, as long as non-coplanarity of all the bonds are assumed.
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drastic reduction of possible symmetry elements in the monomer. Adopting the
definition of chirality as the absence of improper rotation axes Sn of any order
n (which includes reflection symmetry planes and inversion centers as special
cases), it is obvious that Sn axes of all orders that have a component along the
covalent bonding axis ~V must be absent, for, they invariably switch the direction
of ~V during reflection. Also, Sn axes that are perpendicular to ~V and are of
order greater than one (n > 1) must be absent, since only a full 2pi rotation
will bring the ~V back to coincide with itself. Thus, we are left only with the
possibility of existence of reflection planes (henceforth denoted by σ) parallel to
~V .
In order to eliminate the possibility of existence of these reflection planes,
we use a known relationship between reflection and rotational symmetry el-
ements. The existence of two non-parallel reflection symmetry planes in the
monomer, σ~m and σ~n, intersecting at an angle φ, implies the existence of rota-
tional symmetry element Cn of order n = 2pi/2φ, about an axis I(~m,~n) defined
by the line of intersection of the two planes[123]. Thus, if the monomer has
at least two such σ planes with an intersection axis I, we are assured of the
existence of a Cn(I) axis that would enable the monomer to hydrogen bond
with more than one covalent bonding axis orientation, as long as I and ~V are
not coincidental. Since such multiple orientational possibilities are detrimen-
tal to successful self-replication, monomers with multiple σ planes would have
been selected out. Since the orientational possibilities during hydrogen bonding
are dictated more by local symmetry elements within Γ, with global symmetry
elements or lack thereof merely perturbing the bonding energies (and are usu-
ally not strong enough to prevent bonding outright [124]), we need to include
the approximate local symmetry elements within Γ as well in our evaluation of
orientational possibilities during monomer bonding.
The case of a single hydrogen bonding end within Γ can thus be excluded,
because of the existence of a local C∞ axis, which allows for hydrogen bonding
with more than one possible ~V orientation (see Fig. 6(a)). The case of two simi-
lar hydrogen bonding ends within Γ can also be excluded, since the arrangement
has two local σ planes, making both parallel and anti-parallel covalent bonding
possible (Fig. 6(b)). Two dissimilar hydrogen bonding ends within Γ still has
a local σ plane, as the plane that contains both the bonding ends (Fig. 6(c)).
Thus, there cannot be any more σ planes, local or global, as their existence
would imply the existence of a Cn axis and hence orientational degeneracy, as
long as the local σ plane does not contain ~V . Thus, the monomer is either
chiral, or, the two hydrogen bonds within Γ and the two covalent bonding ends
are coplanar. The latter case, where the local σ plane constituted by the two
hydrogen bonds also contains ~V , is expressly prohibited, because such a copla-
nar configuration, with all the bonds (covalent and hydrogen bonds) lying in
the same plane, cannot lead to a three-dimensional helical structure, as argued
in the “Helicity” section.
These arguments provide the rationale for the evolutionary choice of chiral
biological macromolecules, with the choice of a specific enantiomer determined
by small initial random fluctuations[125]. One way of verifying our arguments
above for the need for chirality is to introduce reflection-symmetry planes in
the nucleotide structure, without destroying its 3′-5′ directionality. It becomes
obvious that the resultant structures would possess enough symmetry to base-
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pair with another nucleotide in opposite orientation, as illustrated in figure
6. We are aware of at least one other proposal connecting directionality and
chirality, but on the basis of a completely different line of reasoning[126].
As for the second question, the presence of monomers of opposite chirality in
a racemic primordial environment would have severely inhibited self-replication
of chiral heteropolymers, since the former would hydrogen bond with wrong ~V
orientation, thereby altering the mode of asymmetric cooperativity, and thus
strand elongation. Evidence for the above argument comes from this experi-
ment[118], where monomers of opposite chirality were shown to be incorporated
as chain terminators during double strand formation. Thus asymmetric cooper-
ativity requires homochirality for unhindered strand growth. This enantiomeric
cross-inhibition necessitates the presence of a cross-chiral catalyst that would
help both in the supply of enantiopure monomers and in orienting the monomers
for hydrogen bonding, thus reducing the significant orientational entropy contri-
bution to the kinetic barrier. We could envisage, as an instantiation of Eigen’s
hypercycle[127], a protolife that coupled two self-replicating heteropolymer sys-
tems made of two different kinds of molecules with opposite chiralities (viz.
nucleotides and amino acids), each catalyzing the polymerization of the other,
apart from autocatalyzing their own synthesis[128]–[131]. Such a hypercyclic
arrangement, by resolving the problem of enantiomeric cross-inhibition, would
have provided further evolutionary advantage to the coupled system.
Conclusion
We have found, in our model of self-replication of hypothetical autocatalytic het-
eropolymers, that unequal kinetic influence of inter-strand hydrogen bonds on
their left and right neighbors improves the replicational potential substantially.
This improvement is due to the simultaneous satisfaction of two competing re-
quirements of both long lifetime of inter-strand hydrogen bonds to assist in
covalent bonding, and low kinetic barrier for easy formation and dissociation
of hydrogen bonds to speed up replication. This broken-symmetry mechanism
is shown to lead to strand directionality, and through the consequent require-
ment of orientational specificity of a three-dimensional structure, to monomer
homochirality. The derivation of latter can be motivated by a simple analogy:
to restrict two objects to attach to each other only in one specific orientation
requires reduction in the structural symmetry of the objects. Surprisingly, this
symmetry argument even provides an explanation for the non-existence of single
hydrogen bonds for base-pairing interaction in DNA.
The presence of asymmetric cooperativity in DNA, strongly suggested by
multiple lines of experimental evidence listed above, provides an unifying expla-
nation for a number of structural and functional elements of DNA. Sequence-
dependence of asymmetric cooperativity, and hence unzipping directionality,
in anti-parallel strands makes the latter evolutionarily superior over parallel
strands with frozen-in directionality, by enabling acquisition of multiple origins
of replication. Within anti-parallel strand configuration, incorporation of asym-
metric cooperativity requires breaking of compositional symmetry between the
two strands. This leads to heteromolecular base-pairing, and asymmetric base
composition determines local asymmetric cooperativity modes. The reduction
in coding possibilities in a compositionally asymmetric double-strand with only
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two types of monomers is solved by using four nucleotide alphabets. The need
to include immediate neighborhood in the kinetic and thermodynamic charac-
terization of a hydrogen bond explains triplet genetic code.
Any local symmetrization, resulting from GC skew switching across strands,
AT -rich sequences, CpG islands, palindromes, inverted repeats, interface be-
tween right- and left-handed helical DNA, or negative supercoiling, leads to
weakening of inter-strand hydrogen bonds and double-strand instability, and
thus can serve as origins or termination points of replication and transcription.
These multiple types of local symmetry elements possibly function at distinct
spatio-temporal and energetic scales. Helical structure of DNA, by structurally
instantiating asymmetric cooperativity, could connect the DNA’s global positive
or negative supercoiling stress, a function of the physico-chemical environment
in the cell, to modulation of local structural asymmetry, which governs transcrip-
tion and replication. We also speculate that the kinetics of unzipping underlie
information-encoding mechanisms in genomes, with thermodynamics playing a
more subdued role.
In aiming to provide simple, broad-brush explanations of the structure and
function of DNA in the light of asymmetric cooperativity, we ignored the contri-
butions of proteins in regulating replicational and transcriptional mechanisms.
When enzymes and proteins perform functions on the DNA by spending energy
through hydrolysis of ATP, they can transcend the kinetic limitations imposed
by asymmetric cooperativity of DNA. This limits our ability to predict the
direction of DNA-based reactions with certainty, and the above picture only
helps identify “propensities”, the direction reactions would take in the absence
of energetic input.
In conclusion, we have built a very simple model of primordial heteropoly-
mers to show that asymmetric cooperativity improves replicational potential,
and utilized it to tentatively explain multiple fundamental properties of DNA.
We have made an experimentally verifiable prediction to test our hypothesis of
asymmetric cooperativity in DNA. We have identified a single property, dyadic
symmetry, that underlies the diverse sequences that function as origins of repli-
cation and transcription, and connected them with other fundamental properties
of DNA, such as heteromolecular base-pairing and asymmetric nucleotide com-
position. We have identified an evolutionary advantage for strand directionality
and anti-parallel orientation of DNA double-strand, thereby providing a ratio-
nale for the existence of a complicated lagging strand replicational machinery.
We have argued that asymmetric nucleotide composition or GC skew sets the
replication orientation, which also leads to quadruplet alphabet of genome. Fi-
nally, we have shown that chirality of nucleotides ensures orientational specificity
during polymerization. The model’s explanatory range, unifying hitherto un-
connected properties of DNA, with minimal assumptions, provides us confidence
in its correctness.
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